Feeling Your Best Never Looked so Good
The Human Touch® Novo XT massage chair helps athletes and professionals of any level
prepare for, and recover from, strenuous workouts and work days. By increasing oxygenrich blood to tired, sore muscles, Novo XT helps to restore your natural well being. You can
also bet that the sleek, innovative design will serve as a conversation piece that captivates
attention like that of your favorite sports car.
Once you’ve rejuvenated both your body and mind, you’ll experience a heightened sense of
confidence, motivation, and clarity—all the tools you need be your best and keep your edge
over the rest of the pack.

Flex 3D Massage Technology

The L-Track Unibody
design covers up to
60% more of the back
than conventional
massage chairs,
extending high
performance
coverage from your
neck and shoulders
all the way down to
your glutes.

Expertly mimicking the
hands of a world-class
masseuse, Novo XT massage
technology extends into
muscles for a therapeutic,
fully enveloping, intense
massage. With five intensity
settings, you can customize
just the right massage
pressure to your liking.

Easily manage the chair’s
full suite of programs and
features using the intuitive
navigation control,
featuring a crystal-clear
LCD screen.

AUTO-WELLNESS PROGRAMS
Indulge in 34 programs, including full-body
immersion, deep tissue and an effective collection of
therapeutic relaxation and recovery programs.

SPACE SAVING DESIGN
The Novo XT requires only 2” of wall clearance
in order to pivot seamlessly from the upright to
reclined position.

CLOUD TOUCH ACUPRESSURE
Strategically placed targeted aircells apply
pressure to key healing points and manipulate
your body to stretch muscles.

BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Immerse yourself in soothing music while enjoying
a relaxing massage. Connect your phone or music
device to the built-in speaker via bluetooth.
FULL-BODY STRETCH
Our expansive “bend and stretch” functionality
provides unprecedented leg and spine relief,
increasing blood flow to the vertebrae and discs
and rejuvenating the lower back, allowing you to
recover with greater efficiency.

ZERO-GRAVITY MASSAGE
Ergonomic zero-gravity seating provides extra
relief of back pain and reduced pressure on
the vertebrae, allowing your large muscles to
completely relax for a restorative massage.
LUMBAR HEAT
Using warm air technology, targeted heat
continually flows to the lumbar area, gently
soothing tight muscles and relieving pain.

EXTENDING FOOT-AND-CALF MASSAGER
With under foot rollers for optimized reflexology
and adjustable intensity for calves and feet, the
extendable leg rest automatically adjusts for
your height.

NOVO XT PART NUMBERS

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural

AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS:

3-Years Parts
1-Year In-Home Service
DIMENSIONS:
Black
100-NOVOXT-001

Red
100-NOVOXT-002

Gray
100-NOVOXT-003

Cream
100-NOVOXT-004

Brown
100-NOVOXT-005
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Endorsed by

Chair Reclined Dimensions: 71”L x 31”W x 38”H
Chair Upright Dimensions: 63”L x 31”W x 43”H
Seat Width: 		

19”

Product Weight:

294 lbs.

